October
Fiction
Child, Lee & Andrew Child  The Secret (Jack Reacher #28)
Clare, Cassandra  Sword Catcher
Colgan, Jenny  Midnight at the Christmas Bookshop (Christmas Bookshop #2)
Connealy, Mary  Marshaling Her Heart (Wyoming Sunrise #3)
DeMille, Nelson & Alex DeMille  Blood Lines (Brodie and Taylor #2)
Evanovich, Janet  Dirty Thirty (Stephanie Plum #30)
Feehan, Christine  Dark Memory (Dark Carpathian #37)
Galbraith, Robert  The Running Grave (Cormoran Strike #7)
Grace, Hannah  Wildfire (Maple Hills #2)
Gray, Shelley Shepard  An Amish Cinderella (Amish of Apple Creek #3)
Grisham, John  Blood Lines (Brodie and Taylor #2)
Hannon, Irene  Into the Fire (Undaunted Courage #1)
Knoll, Jessica  Bright Young Women
Martin, Charles  The Last Exchange
McCall Smith, Alexander  From a Far and Lovely Country (No.1 Ladies’ Detective Agency #24)
McDermott, Alice  Absolution
McFadden, Freida  The Locked Door
Miller, Linda Lael  Christmas in Painted Pony Creek (Painted Pony Creek #4)
Palmer, Diana  Wyoming Proud (Wyoming Men #12)
Rosenfelt, David  'Twas the Bite Before Christmas (Andy Carpenter #28)
Sandford, John  Judgment Prey (Prey #33)
Steel, Danielle  The Exchange (The Firm #2)
Thayne, RaeAnne  Christmas at the Shelter Inn
Unger, Lisa  Christmas Presents
Ward, Jesmyn  Let Us Descend
Wiggs, Suan  The Twelve Dogs of Christmas

October
Nonfiction
Love, Bettina L.  Punished for Dreaming: How School Reform Harms Black Children and How We Heal
McWhirter, Cameron & Zusha Elinson  American Gun: The True Story of the AR-15
O'Reilly, Bill & Martin Dugard  Killing the Witches: The Horror of Salem, Massachusetts
Richardson, Heather Cox  Wild Girls: How the Outdoors Shaped the Women Who Challenged a Nation
Schama, Simon  Foreign Bodies: Pandemics, Vaccines, and the Health of Nations
Stewart, Rory  How Not to Be a Politician: A Memoir
Washington, Kerry  Thicker Than Water: A Memoir

December
Nonfiction
Love, Bettina L.  Punished for Dreaming: How School Reform Harms Black Children and How We Heal
McWhirter, Cameron & Zusha Elinson  American Gun: The True Story of the AR-15
O'Reilly, Bill & Martin Dugard  Killing the Witches: The Horror of Salem, Massachusetts
Richardson, Heather Cox  Wild Girls: How the Outdoors Shaped the Women Who Challenged a Nation
Schama, Simon  Foreign Bodies: Pandemics, Vaccines, and the Health of Nations
Stewart, Rory  How Not to Be a Politician: A Memoir
Washington, Kerry  Thicker Than Water: A Memoir

Upcoming Titles
October-December 2023

October
Fiction
Child, Lee & Andrew Child  The Secret (Jack Reacher #28)
Clare, Cassandra  Sword Catcher
Colgan, Jenny  Midnight at the Christmas Bookshop (Christmas Bookshop #2)
Connealy, Mary  Marshaling Her Heart (Wyoming Sunrise #3)
DeMille, Nelson & Alex DeMille  Blood Lines (Brodie and Taylor #2)
Evanovich, Janet  Dirty Thirty (Stephanie Plum #30)
Feehan, Christine  Dark Memory (Dark Carpathian #37)
Galbraith, Robert  The Running Grave (Cormoran Strike #7)
Grace, Hannah  Wildfire (Maple Hills #2)
Gray, Shelley Shepard  An Amish Cinderella (Amish of Apple Creek #3)
Grisham, John  Blood Lines (Brodie and Taylor #2)
Hannon, Irene  Into the Fire (Undaunted Courage #1)
Knoll, Jessica  Bright Young Women
Martin, Charles  The Last Exchange
McCall Smith, Alexander  From a Far and Lovely Country (No.1 Ladies’ Detective Agency #24)
McDermott, Alice  Absolution
McFadden, Freida  The Locked Door
Miller, Linda Lael  Christmas in Painted Pony Creek (Painted Pony Creek #4)
Palmer, Diana  Wyoming Proud (Wyoming Men #12)
Rosenfelt, David  'Twas the Bite Before Christmas (Andy Carpenter #28)
Sandford, John  Judgment Prey (Prey #33)
Steel, Danielle  The Exchange (The Firm #2)
Thayne, RaeAnne  Christmas at the Shelter Inn
Unger, Lisa  Christmas Presents
Ward, Jesmyn  Let Us Descend
Wiggs, Suan  The Twelve Dogs of Christmas

October
Nonfiction
Baron, Martin  Collision of Power: Trump, Bezos, and the Washington Post
Decker, Jessie James  Just Eat: More Than 100 Easy and Delicious Recipes That Taste Just Like Home
Dugard, Cameron & Zusha Elinson  The Pioneer Woman Cooks—Dinner’s Ready!: 112 Fast and Fabulous Recipes for Slightly Impatient Home Cooks
McWhirter, Cameron & Zusha Elinson  Start Here: Instructions for Becoming a Better Cook: A Cookbook
**October**

**Nonfiction**
Kimball, Christopher  
Mundy, Liza  
Parton, Dolly  
Schwarzenegger, Arnold  
Smith, Jada Pinkett  
Stamos, John  
Stewart, Patrick  
Winkler, Henry  

Milk Street Simple  
Going Infinite: The Rise and Fall of a New Tycoon  
The Sisterhood: The Secret History of Women at the CIA  
Behind the Seams: My Life in Rhinestones  
Be Useful: Seven Tools for Life  
The Woman in Me  
If You Would Have Told Me: A Memoir  
Making It So: A Memoir  
Being Henry: The Fonz... and Beyond

**November**

**Nonfiction**
Brands, H W  
Clavin, Tom  
Conway, Ed  
Copeland, Rob  
Devine, Alexis  

The Last Outlaws: The Desperate Final Days of the Dalton Gang  
Material World: The Six Raw Materials That Shape Modern Civilization  
The Fund: Ray Dalio, Bridgewater Associates, and the Unraveling of a Wall Street Legend  
I Am Bunny: How a Talking Dog Taught Me Everything I Need to Know about Being Human

**Nonfiction**
Albom, Mitch  
Baldacci, David  
Baldree, Travis  
Bowen, Rhys  
Cameron, Marc  
Connelly, Michael  
Cornwell, Patricia  
Cussler, Clive & Dirk Cussler  
Deaver, Jeffery  
Gerritsen, Tess  
Gilbert, Victoria  
Goldenbaum, Sally  
Kingsbury, Karen  
Ledwidge, Michael  
Novak, Brenda  
Patterson, James  
Patterson, Tracie  
Prose, Nila  
Roberts, Nora  
Shipman, Viola  
Steel, Danielle  
Turano, Jen  
Yarros, Rebecca  

The Little Liar  
The Edge (6:20 Man #2)  
Bookshops and Bonedust (Legends and Lattes Prequel)  
The Proof of the Pudding (Royal Spyness #17)  
Tom Clancy Command and Control (Jack Ryan #23)  
Resurrection Walk (Lincoln Lawyer #7)  
Unnatural Death (Kay Scarpetta #27)  
Clive Cussler: The Corsican Shadow (Dirk Pitt #27)  
The Watchmaker's Hand (Lincoln Rhyme #16)  
The Spy Coast (Martini Club #1)  
Murder Checks Out (Blue Ridge Library #8)  
A Twisted Skein (Seaside Knitters Society #6)  
Just Once  
The Girl in the Vault  
The Talk of Coyote Canyon (Coyote Canyon #2)  
Alex Cross Must Die (Alex Cross #32)  
Knowing You (Pictures of the Heart #3)  
The Mystery Guest (Molly the Maid #2)  
The Inheritance (Lost Bride #1)  
The Wishing Bridge  
The Ball at Versailles  
To Spark a Match (Matchmakers #2)  
Iron Flame (Empyrean #2)  

**November**

**Fiction**

Albom, Mitch  
Baldacci, David  
Baldree, Travis  
Bowen, Rhys  
Cameron, Marc  
Connelly, Michael  
Cornwell, Patricia  
Cussler, Clive & Dirk Cussler  
Deaver, Jeffery  
Gerritsen, Tess  
Gilbert, Victoria  
Goldenbaum, Sally  
Kingsbury, Karen  
Ledwidge, Michael  
Novak, Brenda  
Patterson, James  
Patterson, Tracie  
Prose, Nila  
Roberts, Nora  
Shipman, Viola  
Steel, Danielle  
Turano, Jen  
Yarros, Rebecca  

The Juliet Code (Freddie and Grace Mystery #3)  
The Wonder of It All (House of Falconer #3)  
Deadly Game  
Manner of Death (Jack Stapleton / Laurie Montgomery #14)  
Lone Oaks Crossing (New Americana #8)  
The Other Mothers  
The Fearless One (Osborn Brothers #2)  
The Paris Notebook  
A Different Kind of Gone  
The Year of Goodbyes and Hellos  
The Engagement Party  
A Winter by the Sea (On Devonshire Shores #2)  
The Frozen River  
The Fourth Rule (Riley Wolfe #4)  
Lost Hours (Alaska Wild #5)  
The Vacation House

**December**

**Nonfiction**

Cooper, Anderson & Katherine Howe  
Coulter, Kristi  
Grush, Loren  
Gurba, Myriam  
Harriot, Michael  
Jones, Robert P.  
Kissinger, Meg

Astor: The Rise and Fall of an American Fortune  
Exit Interview: The Life and Death of My Ambitious Career  
The Six: The Untold Story of America's First Women Astronauts  
Creep: Accusations and Confessions  
Black AF History: The Un-Whitewashed Story of America  
The Hidden Roots of White Supremacy: And the Path to a Shared American Future  
While You Were Out: An Intimate Family Portrait of Mental Illness in an Era of Silence